There is lots of pre-med help out there
Career Cupid is a better investment. Here’s why:
Other Pre-Med Companies

Pre-med and medical student advising is my focus
and expertise:
I was an admissions committee member at a
Canadian medical school for 8 years, reviewing
applicant files and interviewing candidates like you

Advisors are mostly current medical students or
residents: how much experience do they have
reviewing applications?
Advisors are sometimes physicians – how much
experience do they have reviewing applications?

I am a former physician recruiter, where I reviewed
CVs and co-interviewed doctors for specialties and
**Current students and physicians are definitely
subspecialties in internal medicine
a good resource to help you understand what
someone else’s journey to medical school was
I am a current instructor of medical students at
like.
Queen’s University School of Medicine where I
teach and advise students about CV, Personal
But, they are rarely Canadian admissions experts.
Letter and Interview prep for residency
I am the #1 Amazon best-selling author of the
recent medical school admissions book: Just What
the Doctor Ordered – The Insider’s Guide to Getting
into Medical School in Canada
I have 21 years of experience helping thousands of
medical school and residency applicants, which
translates into extremely knowledgeable and
effective admissions strategy and advice for you

Advisors mostly have only their own, singular
experience with med school applications to draw
from—not thousands of applicants
Even physicians, who can share what they did
and like to see in applicants, don’t have much or
any experience helping applicants translate their
backgrounds into effective applications or
interviews

I am at least 40% more cost-effective than any
competitor service I have found because I believe
med school should be more accessible and diverse

Very expensive services, usually with far less
admissions advising experience to offer you

My business is YOU.

Medical students and physicians have to fit you
in between their academic schedule and
demands, often without their school’s knowledge
or approval

Whether you are in high school, university, are a
parent, mature, or grad student, applying to
Canada, the US or elsewhere, I can help

Career Cupid is at: ChristineFader.com

